
• There we were, waiting at the Laager 
site all 32 of us including a surprise 
returner or 4 in the form of Simple 
Simon and spouse Paxo plus Stuffed 
Crutch and his beloved Sow Wow. We 
were waiting the arrival of No Balls who 
is next week’s Hare and in customary 
form he pitched up with 2 minutes to 
spare so Hash Cash could put the final 
name on the list 



• Tangerine Man called for disorder and in stepped Forbeskin and 
Winkle to lay it out explaining carefully what was ahead, the gong 
sounded and the troops hit the trail filled with enthusiasm.



• The eagle-eyed leaders 
quickly found the paper and 
the chase was on. A stretch 
of beach led us to some 
steps up to the wooded 
area and eventually into a 
rubber plantation where 
the early Split sent the 
Athletes to the left and the 
remainder shuffled off to 
see if they could keep on 
track.



• There were Checks aplenty and the trail meandered toward 
and then away from the coast but both trails re-joined and 
there were thoughts of grog and grub as the hares had 
prepared Chilli-dogs and Pickledlilly brought along some of 
her award winning Quiche and all this to be washed down 
with lots of lovely amber throat charmer.



• All aboard with No name Amy and Tubby Twinkie 
bringing up the rear, the phantom whistler announced 5 
minutes to Circle, we moved swiftly to the verdict and with 
views and comments once again sounding very positive the 
vote was a formality and only T.T as honorary Hash Shit 
raised her paw for the negative, so next in came the 
returnees and various excuses were listened to and all sank 
their medicine. Deserters next and Tubby, Stuffed Crutch 
and Sow Wow plus Honey Trap and Bags all announced 
their departure with all vowing to return.



• The ringmaster kept 
TT in as the call went 
out for the FRB which 
after a blatent example 
of fiddling saw the ball 
and chain adorn the 
shoulders of the fiesty
Fraulein, this 
miscarriage of justice 
was followed by another 
as Go Round Again 
swore on a stack of 
bibles that the Krautess
had spectacularly 
tumbled ass over tea-
kettle trailside thereby 
earning the much 
sought after Hash Crash 
bunnet so as she had 
almost a full house of 
awards all that 
remained was for her to 
take a well deserved 
seat on the cubes.



• Squealers saw 
Chastitty nominate 
Tooty Frooty for 
misdirection while Big 
Yin dragged in the 
entire Rambo pack 
with an accusation of 
speeding on the Hash, 
only because he was 
too slow to keep up 
with them.



• With nigh on a half 
century of Hashes under her 
belt Tubby has answered the 
call of the Fatherland and 
along with half a dozen 
pooches will be heading 
back, Big Yin reminded us of 
TTs input to our kennel and 
presented her with a shiny 
new whistle, who's a lucky 
gal.



• Hash Flash had us all get together for a 
family photo with Tubby front and centre, 
bon voyage.



• By this time the aroma of hot dogs and chilli was 
causing some to paw the ground and so No Balls gave 
a quick idea of location for his event next Saturday.



• Just for the record Simple Simon 
won the award for FRB to the grub, 
what a turn of speed he had.





Bon Voyage!
Safe Travels 

Home!



The Hash will return, Until then, Stay Safe!


